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Contpetittueness in the world market is cructal for a busi-
n ess enterprise. Thzs includes maintenance where there
rs s u bstanttal scope f or improaement. M any solutions are

o.lJered, to the maintenance organisation within, a conr-
pan y, and lhese contar,n ideas that might be conflictzng.

fo, each conlpany within which the company can deuelop

spec'ific maintenance policies fo, the technical systems.

It nt,'ust address the maintenance system and its interac-
tiort,s 'ttith the rest of the company and the enuironntent.
Factors that must be addressed are identified as part of a
conceptual ntodel. Through uszng thzs conceptual model,
(t cont,p(rn'y can d:trect, the deuelopment of a 'unique and
"contfortuble" maintenance phtlctsophy.

Introduction

\\iorld Class Manufacturing is currently an important
driver in many corrrpanies. This means that all func-
tions in the compally, including maintenance, should be
"''uvorld cla,ss" . Maintenance is often just seen as alt area
rvhere costs could be reduced. However, t,here is sub-
stautial scope for improvement in rnarly aspects of rnain-
tenance. To itnprove performallce, maintenance must
be addressed in its totality, throughout the company.
The rnaintenance practice itself is also changing with
t he availability of technology and is rapidly moving away
fronr the stated, or assumed, tnaintenance philosophy.

To "inrprove" the existing maintenance philosophy,
ne\\' philosophies are typically bought "off the shelf"
fronr consultant groups. These philosophies are then irn-
plemented directly in the company. Unfortunately, it of-
t,en makes no difference in practice, &S the philosophy is

not suitable for conditions in the company and is then
not accepted and successfully implemented on floor level.
Alternatively, maintenance practices are changed with-
out any thought given to the change on philosophical
level. The irnplications of these changes are not consid-
ered.
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Many solutions are offered to the maintenance organ-
isation in a company, and these contain ideas that are
often conflicting. One of the main reasons for this is the
lack of standard terminology that would have nracle it
easier to compare options. The different guicling con-

cepts, such as maintenance philosophies, nraintetrarrce
policies and maintenance approaches must be defined.

In this paper the different guiding concepts for train-
tenance are defined. A model is presented to describe a
maintenance philosophy, and to show what factors, int,er-
nal and external to an organisation, should be consiclered

during the development of a maintenance philosophy for
a company.

Hierarchical nature of maintenance gtriding
concept s

The definitions of the different terms usecl fol concept,s
in maintenance are not clear and are often interchartgecl.
It is therefore necessary to define exactly what the nrearr-
ing of each term is and how they fit together hierarchi-
cally. Figure 1 contains a hierarchical representation of
the interaction between the different terms. This figure
is not meant to contain exhaustive lists of all possible
examples, but just to serve as explanation of their hier-
archical nature.

At the lowest level of the hierarchy, are t he nrain-
tenance technologies. These are combined and found
within tasks done within maintenance. The relationship
is not one to one, but certain tasks may require nrore

than one technology. In a similar manner the maiute-
nance processes (or maintenance types) are conlbinalions
of the rnaintenance tasks. The combinatiou of nra,in-

tenance processes used is termed the maint enarrce ap-
proach (or concept).

A maintenance phiiosophy is the highest level of'guid-
ing principle fc.,r maintenance and includes aspects of
other policies within the specific organisat,ion.

Terminology used

According to the Oxford Dictionary,l philosoph.\,' is th,e

study of the general principles of sonte pa,r'ltc ulur hran ch

of knowledgt Other sources link a maintenance philos-
ophy with the concept of a framework. The purpose of
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a maintenance philosophy of a company can therefore
be defined as: to form the frameu)ork of prin,:iples from
'whzch the maintenance policies fo, each technical system
can be deduced. lt will also help to direct the development
of a maintenance strategy from the business strategy of
the company.

When Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), To-
tal Productive Maintenance (TPM), Business Centered
Maintenance (BCM) or another recognised and docu-
mented philosophy is used exclusively and in full, by a
comp&try, it is referred to as a philosophy. However when
only certain components are used, it can be regarded as

arl approach or a concept. In some cases only certain sys-
tems are sourced from TPM, RCM, or other approaches.

A maintenance philosophy comprises:

1. Elements from various policies in the organi'sation,
and

2. The maintenance approach

C--haracteristics of a successful maintenance philosophy
are that it is:

o comfortable,

o compatible with the culture of the company, and

o results in improved performance of the company as

a whole.

A maintenance approach is system specific and is
formed by a specific combination of different mainte-
nance systems. The models for modern maintenance
management show that certain maintenance processes
or types of maintenance should all be present in a mod-
ern maintenance approach. The specific combination
will vary from one application to another. It is also im-
portant to note that the specific approach utilised will
be dependent on the criticality of the equipment and
the possible production scheduling problems and eco-
nomic consequences that can result if the equipment
fails. Most of the "maintenance philosophies" used by
maintenance managers in industry are actually mainte-
nance approaches formed by an integrated combination
of the maintenance types or processes that are appropri-
ate for that specific technical system.

When a maintenance philosophy for a company is not
clearly formulated, these approaches are often directly
translated into maintenance policies to guide the mainte-
nance practices on the plant. Because all the influences
on maintenance have not been considered in these ap-
proaches, the resultant practices might not be directed
at the strategic objectives of the system or the company.
A maintenance approach consists of a combination of
maintenance types or maintenance processes.

A maintenance process functions within a maintenance
approach to ensure that a certain type of maintenance
is done. Among the processes found are:

o planned maintenance,

o corrective f breakdown maintenance,

o time-based maintenance, and

o condition-based maintenance.

In each documented maintenance philosophy, there is
a specific breakdown of how these maintenance processes
can be combined. The breakdowns differ, &ccording to
the definition associated with each maintenance process.
In a model describing modern maintenance management,
nearly all approaches or concepts of maintenance, several
of these maintenance processes will function together.
Development of a new field of maintenance theory will
often result in a new maintenance system being devel-
oped. A maintenance type or process consists of several
maintenance tasks. The tasks are not exclusive to an)'
one process, but several processes can have a specific
task as an element.

Maintenance tasks are the tasks that are done in any
of the maintenance processes. Some of these tasks will
be found in nearly all the maintenance processes dis-
cussed previously. In order to show this, a grid carr be
drawn between maintenance processes and mainteuance
tasks in Figure 1. The tasks utilised in each of the nrain-
tenance systems can then be indicated or] t,he grid, &s

necessary. A maintenance task needs maintenaltce tech-
nologies. Any one technology is required in more than
one, and sometimes in many, maintenance tasks.

Maintenance technologies refer to the skills, knowledge
and tools utilised in maintenance. Some of these tech-
nologies are:

o condition monitoring,

o repair technologies,

o safety technologies, and

o quality assurance.

The full list would be long, &s new developments are
constantly being made. The availability of new technolo-
gies is often the drive behind re-evaluating the nrainte-
nance philosophy, They are often directly incorporated
into maintenance practices and then leads to the formu-
lation of an emerging maintenance philosophy. Mainte-
nance technologies are the lowest level in the hierarchy.
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Maintenance as a system

The purpose of developing a maintenance grhilosophy for
a company is to assist that company in improving its
total performance. A model describing a maintenance
philosophy must therefore provide a framework for a dy-
namic system and should take into account all relevant
factors in the system, its interactions and its environ-
ment.

A conceptual model for a maintenance philoso-
phv

The conceptual model will direct the development of a
unique and "comfortable" maintenance philosophy for a
company. The sources to be used in defining a mainte-
nance philosophy are important, as they too will have an
effect on the final acceptance of the philosophy. Sources
used in the development of a maintenance philosophy
include:

o maintenance approaches in use within the company
(this rnight not be specified, but could exist in the
minds of maintenance practitioners)

o documented maintenance philosophies (such as

RCM, RCMII and TPM)

A conceptual model for a maintenance philosophy is
illustrated in Figure 2 and the factors to consider in the
development of a maintenance philosophy are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

How does maintenance fit into the strategic ap-
proach?

As maintenance often requires a large proportion of the
company's resources, and can affect the long-term prof-
itability of the operating equipment, it should be consid-
ered at the company strategic level.2 The alignment with
the goals of the rest of the company should be addressed
in this process. If the process is successful it should re-
sult in strategies for handling finances, human resources
and other i-portant aspects.

The business strategy of a company should indicate
the plans that the company has for achieving its mis-
sion. In most instances this would include changes and
adaptations to the capacities of companies. This would
have a direct influence on the strategies of maintenance,
especially if capital extensions are required. These are
all considerations that must be kept in mind when for-
mulating a maintenance philosophy.

Unfortunately, maintenance is not always included as

an important consideration when company strategies are

formulated. Even production strategies could be fornru-
lated without consideration of the impact on mainte-
nance. In this case, &try person wishing to formulate
a maintenance philosophy for the company should take
cognisance of what the company strategy is, and r,vhat
the i-pact of it will be on the maintenance function.

The rnaintenance environrnent
The success of maintenance is dependent on its interac-
tion with different people and groups of people.3 Each
of these has its own objectives, needs and expectations
that differ from each other, and also, possibly, from that
of the maintenance organisation.

The environment is shown, in the model given in Fig-
ure 2, as consisting of three levels. The first level is the
internal environment of the maintenance organisa,tion it-
self. The next level is that of the rest of the specific com-
pany in which the maintenance organisation functions,
and the third level of the environment is the external
environment, with all its associated variables and corn-
plexities.

The rnaintenance approach
The maintenance approach was defined earlier as the
combination of maintenance processes or types of main-
tenance that will be practised within the company. The
maintenance practices, structure of maintenance, and
the support systems required (among others) will be di-
rectly determined from the maintenance approach re-
quired.

The maintenance approach is one that is comfortable
for maintenance practitioners, and in many situations
this alone is seen as the rnaintenance philosophy.

Structure
The place of maintenance in the decision making rletr,vork
determines the overall place of maintenance in the organ-
isational structure. The size of the organisation will also
influence the nature of the interchanges in the decision-
making centres. The position of maintenance can eusure
better co-operation with other functions, rnore tech nic al
assistance and create more interest on the part of top
management in the maintenance function.

The internal structure of a maintenance organisation
is dependent on the task assigned to maintenance in that
specific organisation. There are three basic structures for
a separate maintenance organisation:

o central maintenance,

o area maintenance, and

o unit / d"partmental rnaintenance.
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Nearly all the structures found in the industry are

based on these three or combinations thereof. The inte-
gration of maintenance and production, ol' operational
functions is often seen in mo dern organisations, and
can lead to improved communication and co-operation.
Holvever, this integration requires an increased span of
control and wider knowledg. base for a person managittg
both production and maintenance functions. Long tertn
nraintenance considerations may be neglected if proper
care is not taken to avoid the negative consequellces of
integration of functions.

The maintenance structure is an al'ea that receives the
first attention whenever "something is done about main-
tenance" . If the structure is not considered as only one

factor in a nurnber of interrelated factors that should be

considered as part of a maintenance philosophy, any ben-
efits derived from a restructuring may only be valid for
a short term. An ill-considered change might also result
in the opposite of what was intended of being achieved.

Cost effectiveness

The attitude of maintenance towards cost effectiveness
r,vill be a direct result of the business strategy of the
colnpany. However, even within a comp&try, differences
rvill be found from one system to another. If a system,

(for example a production plant, a specific group of ve-

hicles in a fleet, or even a building) is due to be closed

down, life cycle costing (LCC) or long term finattcial
evaluations will not be done. The system will simply be

run into the ground with the minimum expenditure on

maintenance. The criticality of a system breakdown will
also influence the attitude towards cost management.

In bureaucratic cultures, staying within budget will
be seen as the ultimate cost effectiveness and in l)rore

dynamic cultures all decisions will be evaluated accord-
ing to financial viability. The dependability, availabil-
ity, system performance, and other factors define systetn
effectiveness. The system effectiveness required by the
business strategy will dictate the final cost effectiveness
of maintenance.

Human resources

Who should be doing the maintenance is an inrport,atrt
consideration in the development of a maintenaltce phi-
losophy. Trained production personnel can do certain
traditional maintenance tasks. Furthermore, in a sit-
uation where certain maintenance tasks are centralised
and others decentralised, this question Inust also be ad-
dressed. As a further alternative it must also be deter-
mined if some tasks cannot safely be outsourced.

Figure 2 Conceptual model for a maintenance philosophy
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The Human resource policy is important in a mainte-
nalrce philosophy, as it will indicate the attiturle towards
labour relations, unions, affirmative action, remunera-
t,ion, and others. The guidelines set by the parent com-
pany / holding company would have a strong influence.

Logistics

Cllearly logistics is an intimate part of maintenance, and
should be considered with great care. It can not be seen
as just a supplies management or transport function, &s

it is much more than that.
Many tasks traditionally seen as those of both main-

tenance and stores (and other support functions) fall
w,ithin the scope of logistic support. In other words, it
is a composite of all considerations necessary to ensure
the effective and economic support throughout its pro-
grammed life cycle.a

These elements do not all have to b. performed within
the maintenance organisation, but must be present in a
logistic support system:a

o maintenance planning,

o test and support equipment,

o personnel and training,

o technical data,

o fac ilities ,

o transportation and storage,

o supply of spare parts, and

o reconditioning of spare parts.

Functionality versus improvernent
It should be determined if a company desires its equip-
nlent to be kept at designed capacity and specification,
or if a culture of continuous improvement is desired. This
inrprovement does uot have to be only on the technical
level, but can also be in terms of cost.

When companies match their system's capability and
capacity with that required by the marketing plan, the
system will not continually be forced to react to changes
in production requirements. In addition it would pro-
nrote change instead of resisting it.5

If continuous irnprovement is desired, the rate at which
inrprovement is desired and the rnaximum level must be
stated. Quantum leaps in improvenrent will need direct
intelvention, and this should also be considered in the
maintenance philosophy.

Technology utilised
The level of technology that can be maintained in a com-

pany is dependent on the industry sector in which the
company operates. It is also a direct result of the culture
predominant in the company. The size of the conrpany
and its ability to keep specialists as well as ot her re-
sources will influence the decision to go into higher fech-
nology. Support systems available to the compan.v are
further deciding factors.

The high technology option is not necessarily the best
decision, either financially or technologically. An op-
tion that is comfortable within the company and can be
maintained should be selected.

S,tpport Syrtems
The support systems available to maintenance cau en-
able it to reach its objectives. Inadequate or unfriendly
support systems, on the other hand) can prevent nrain-
tenance from reaching its objectives, even if it has the
best people, equipment, and intentions. The support
systems that can easily be identified in a nrainterlarlce
environment are:2

o safety,

o management information system,

o project management,

o planning office systems,

o human resource and trarnrng,

o finances,

o quality assurance, and

o logistic support

A support system should function as a source of exper-
tise or information - not a hindrance. The autornation
of maintenance systems is not necessarily the best way
of improving support systems. A computerised nraint,e-
nance system cannot function effectively if ntajol ancl
interrnediate failures persist.6 A failure dat a marrage-
ment system might be more effective in such a sit,uaLion.
Several factors, including the maturity of the specific
organisation should be considered when a maintenauce
management system is developed.T

Although maintenance management informat,ion sy's-
tems (MMIS) and maintenance planning systems are of-
ten computerised, this does not necessarily ntear] that
these information systems are better.

A further aspect that can be identified as a syst,ern is
performance measurement. This will play a significant
part in directing the efforts of people in the maintenance
organisation to achieve the desired, and rewarded, per-
formance.
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Performance aimed for
There are two aspects that should be considered when
looking at the performance aimed for by a maintenance
organisation. These are:

o in which areas should perforrnance nleasures be set,

and

o what should the values aimed for in these perfor-
mance measures be?

The aim of performance measurement is to direct the
efforts of an organisation to those areas that need to be

at a high level to ensure world class performance of the
tofal company.

In practice, however, measurements tend to be done in
areas where it was easy to measure and also areas with
a low impact on profit. Examples of this are:

o labour

o materi aIs I spares

. outside services

o nraintenance overhead

Other areas that are more difficult to measure but
have a potentially higher impact on profit are seldom
nleasured in practise. These areas often influence the
capacity of the plant and result in a loss of potential
revenue for the company. Examples of this are:

o changeovers (set-ups and adjustments),

o breakdowns,

o idling and minor stoppages,

o running at reduced speed,

o scrap, yields and rework,

o start-up losses,

o low flexibility,

o poor rmage,

o ineffective use of skills, and

o late delivery

The performance to be aimed for can be determined
frorn history, but it would be of more benefit to deter-
rnine these levels through a benchmarking exercise. The
aiured for levels should be challenging, but reachable to
serve best as incentives.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is emphasised that a maintenance phi-
losophy can only be regarded as successful if it has been
implemented fully in the business enterprise.

A change in the maintenance philosophy affects the
working life of people and as such can create significaut
resistance to change at all levels of the organisat,ion. Re-
sistance to change should be expected and translatecl to
positive feedback that can direct the development of the
optimal maintenance philosophy for a specific orgartisa-
tion.

The maintenance philosophy must function within the
reality of the comp&try, including the organisational cul-
ture and the resources available to that compalty. The
development of a maintenance philosophy is therefore
not a "clean sheet exercise". The constraints of the elr-

vironment should be taken into account.
All possible sources for development of a maitrt,enallc:e

philosophy must be used, including the ideas of people
in the organisation. Ownership of the new philosophy is

of crucial importance for a successful implementation. A
philosophy that works in practice and leads to improved
performance is of more i-portance than a perfect theo-
retic al exercise .

During the development of a maintenance philosoph,v
there are two relevant decisions:

1. To develop a maintenance philosophy, and

2. To accept it.

The management of change is therefore crucial and
can never be underestimated. One recomrnendation to
increase the likelihood of acceptance, and successful irn-
plementation is to allow individual units to develop f'ur-
ther. This can be done within the framework proviclecl
by the developed maintenance philosophy.

Developing a unique and "comfortable" maintenance
philosophy can help to improve the total performance
of the maintenance organisation, and improved pelfor-
mance of the maintenance organisation will enable the

;:ilOuu"t 
to increase its competitiveness in the world
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